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~Do you wish to go normal but don't believe it is possible to afford it? ~Are you a hair product
junkie looking for an intervention? In the event that you answered “yes” or “maybe”, this book is
definitely for you! ~Could you reap the benefits of learning ways to spend less on your own
natural hair? Perfect for transitioners, the newly natural, and natural hair pros alike, this easy-to-
read guideline is packed filled with practical assistance and money-saving tips to help you go
fabulously natural without going broke! Guidelines in the publication include titles such as for
example: Ditch the shower caps Maintain your drain Beef up a conditioner Store your
international food markets Try before you buy Drugstore cheapies but goodies Get wiggy with it
Let's obtain steamy And many more... Buy the reserve and begin saving today! This book is
aimed at changing perceptions of the costs required to grow and keep maintaining natural hair.
Just what exactly are you looking forward to? To date, probably the most striking reasons I have
heard for not going natural—and area of the impetus for composing this publication— was from a
female who just said, “It costs an excessive amount of. Going natural is only as costly as you
make it.” Once the preliminary shock wore off, We realized that while normal hair does not are
expensive of money to maintain, there certainly is a notion that it can. This book also contains
topics such as: How exactly to repurpose common household goods to advantage your natural
hair How to make your hair products How to locate knockoffs of popular natural hair products
and equipment How to find the very best prices on items online and at regional stores Where
you can purchase shea butter, oils, and other locks friendly products from wholesalers Take note
from the writer: Since cutting off my relaxed hair and going natural this year 2010, I have
become a magnet for calm and natural heads alike sharing their reasons for or against doing the
same.
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 So glad I bought this book. On this trip I jumped on the many item bandwagons. I experienced
reached a spot where I was beyond frustrated with the prices of "natural" hair care products. I
fell for the hype that the higher the price tag the better the product. Just when I was ready to
toss my hands in the atmosphere I found this little gem. This reserve is very informative and
easy to read. It provides a straightforward approach on how not to be a product junkie slave. A
difficult land for folks of color (especially ladies) to consider they are beautiful too. fast read
also to the point Enjoyed the book.A must read that I will talk about with anyone who wants
lovely locks without breaking the bank. One of the things I enjoyed most was that I did so not
feel like I was being pressured into attempting some type of exclusive way for my hair to
magically develop or run out and spend a paycheck on items I don't need. A straightforward to
read, straight forward book for naturals. This book is crucial have for anyone beginning their
natural journey or searching for tips to maintain their established kink, curls, and coils. With so
many books, sites, and vlogs available for natural hair I get yourself a bit overwhelmed.The
writer breaks down topics into manageable sections, keeping it brief and lovely, but delivering
some advice. Beauty comes in ALL forms &. Swain-Bates tips and techniques that left my locks
softer and better to manage. Finally!Overall great read and you may get a few laughs as well!
Well worth the money. It really is worth it. And I do suggest this book to numerous of my friends
that are going natural. It has trained me to be proud of who I am in the us.This book is an
excellent starting point for anyone considering going natural. Superwoman of hair books This
natural hair book is nearly like a little bible, choked with plenty of necessary information if you
are seeking to go natural and to achieve success at it. My child LOVES this book & Good for
people considering going natural Great book.. How to go natural without going broke This book
is amazing I'm new to the world of natural hair I'm 5 months post this book has some wonderful
tips on how to get the thing you need at a price that is right for you all I can say it's an absolute
must have to anyone who's going natural or transitioning or ready natural don't wait your
missing out purchase this book . Excellent advice wonderful references. I must say i enjoyed this
book.. How to Go Natural Without Heading Broke Great, readable book with really good
suggestions and tips! Wihout being blue attention and blond. No need to read 200 - 300 pages
of unnecessary information when this reserve can give you all you need in fewer pages. You
won't be disappointed with this purchase.. P.S happy healthy locks journey :-).... I would suggest
to someone newly organic especially since you can find so ... This book has helped me alot
within my natural hair journey, I would recommend to someone newly natural especially since
you can find so many product companies out there who just want to produce a buck going
natural does not have to be expensive and some cheap products are simply as effective as the
expensive ones. A lot of resources. I've used a lot of Ms.that I could actually follow without
having to reasearch what she actually is talking about. Four Stars Excellent refercnces book
many thanks Like a friend Im a new transitioner. Experienced no idea what I was engaging in just
wanted a switch and to be free from my chemical habit! This publication is wonderful. My child
LOVES this publication & The whole time I was reading it sensed like I was on the phone with a
friend. going natural without going broke It was so refreshing to read a publication that gave you
tips on how to save cash on a thing that you take well worth the while.A Must Read for all Item
Junkies I am on my natural hair journey for a few years now. Great book. it had helped her . Best
for people considering going natural. Great resource! very Informative! Thank you! it got helped
her with getting more confident with being organic. I knew very little about caring for my natural
hair so this publication shed some light on many queries that I acquired! This reserve is so
detailed and easy to follow that a rookie will leave from scanning this feeling just like a pro! God



bless you sista! I love how the writer dished out advice with a feeling of humor. Natural Hair
Care This book provides reader lots of excellent information on ways to keep your natural hair
healthy and looking gorgeous. I recommend it. Teaches you how to become your personal
hairstylist. Learn your hair Teach me! So much to learn for a little book! natural is always near
the top of the list.
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